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Abstract 

This paper mainly focuses on the design phase for the die for an automobile component made of aluminum alloy (AIDC12). The 
design phase for the casting die involves discrete selection of design parameters namely, gate area, gate velocity, position of air 
vents and also the nature of defects in the casting. Work involves designing the Casting die while securing crucial inputs from 
the `flow simulation’ for the casting. The analysis would highlight the problem areas in the geometry and the probable locations 
where the process defect is likely to occur.  
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1. Introduction 

Die casting has increasing application in automobile aerospace, household appliances industries due to high 
strength and good performance.Four basic functions of the casting die-(1) hold the molten metal in the shape of 
desired casting (2) provide a means for the molten metal to get into the space where it is to be held in the desired 
shape(3) remove heat from the molten metal to solidify the metal and (4) provide for the removal of the solidified 
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casting. Hence quality of casting component is determined by the die with which the component is formed. [1] 
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The Design phase for the Die Casting Die involves discrete selection of Design parameters namely, type of Gate, 
location of the Gate, Type of runner and its geometry, number of air vents and position for overflows. Overflow 
locations are placed appropriately based on flow simulations. Die casting enterprises need to produce high quality 
die castings in shorter period with lower cost. The production period of casting can be significantly reduced by 
introducing CAE system with computerized casting analysis that will reduce the cost and time required. Due to the 
complex shape of casting components large scale Different employed methods for casting simulation are - Finite 
Difference Method (SolidCast), Finite volume Method (MagamaSoft), Finite Element Method (ProCast), and Vector 
Element Method (Auto Cast). Out of these our focus is on Magma Soft 

In the current investigation, total four design models are investigated and compared for best solution. Numerical 
simulations have been found to be very useful in finding the best solution amongst calculated designs and also for 
mistake proofing of die from various possible defects like porosity, cold shut, shrinkage, erosion etc. 
 
2. Literature review 

 
Reikhe (2012) studied the rate of metal flow in the channel is much higher than the solid-liquid interface velocity. 
The flow in the thin cavity is treated as two-dimensional after integrating the momentum and continuity equations 
over the thickness of the channel, while the heat transfer is modeled as a one-dimensional phenomenon in the 
thickness direction[2]. 
Bodhayanaet al. (2014) investigated that die casting was a versatile manufacturing technique in which molten metal 
is poured into die. The die consists of core and cavity, an impression is formed when these core and cavity are 
closed together. This impression forms the shape and size of the component. The main challenge in die casting is 
design and manufacturing of die. Integration of design and analysis yields to better results[3]. 
Swamyet al. (2012)investigated on conventional gating design casting defects such as shrinkage and gas porosities 
were found in front axle housing a critical automotive component. This component is generally made out of 
spheroid graphite iron. A flawed gating system was found to be the reason for improper fluid flow and melt 
solidification which in turn produced casting defects[4].  
Sung et al. (2008) carried out computer simulations to analyze the flow of molten metal and analyze effective mould 
design. Optimal conditions are calculated through simple equations examined using experimental outputs[5]. 
 
3. Problem definition 

 
For current investigation, the casting die for an automobile component is considered for research over the most 
suitable design for die. The design for the components would carry a focus on aesthetics and function which is 
aimed to be short and effective. The design for the die holds a key in effecting a good quality product in a lesser 
turnaround period of development. The problem here would be to identify the design parameters for the casting die 
while manipulating the inputs for desirable responses i.e. output parameters. The same shall be deployed through 
analytical tool for simulation of the die casting process with the result for key variation made for the best outcome 
for product quality i.e. minimization of defects through suitable design. The design parameters namely, the type and 
location of the Gate, the Runner system and the overflow would be studied for concluding the design phase for the 
die as shown in Fig 1. 
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